
Introduction

Autor.– […] Toma, tráeme un poco de papel y tinta, que quiero notar aquí una cosa que se
me recordó agora. […] ¿En qué pasáis tiempo, mi señora?
Lozana.– Cuando vino Vuestra Merced, estaba diciendo el modo que tengo de tener para
vivir, que quien veza a los papagayos a hablar, me vezará a mí a ganar. Yo sé ensalmar y
encomendar y santiguar cuando alguno está aojado, que una vieja me vezó, que era
saludadera y buena como yo. Sé quitar ahitos, sé para lombrices, sé encantar la terciana, sé
remedio para la cuartana y para el mal de la madre. Sé cortar frenillos de bobos y no bobos,
sé hacer que no duelan los riñones y sanar las renes y sé ensolver sueños, sé conocer en la
frente la fisionomía y la quiromancia en la mano, y prenosticar.¹

[AUTHOR.– … Now take this and get me a little paper and ink. I want to jot something
down I just remembered … How do you spend your time, Madam Lozana?
Lozana.– When your lordship arrived I was describing how I make my living, and anyone
who can teach parrots to talk can teach me my ways of earning money too. I know how to
cure by spells and by making the sign of the cross over someone who has been bewitched
by the evil eye, for an old crone who was as good a practitioner as I am now taught me. I
know how to cure acute indigestion; I can cure worms; I know how to charm tertiary fevers
away; I have remedies for quartan fever and for ills peculiar to mothers; I know how to cure
tongue-tied fools and less than fools as well; I know how to restore kidneys and take away
their pain; I can treat disease of both men and women; I know how to cure deafness. and I
can interpret dreams; I know how to read the bumps on a forehead and the palm of a hand
and predict the future as well.]

In Francisco Delicado’s La Lozana Andaluza, the very author is a character and
an interlocutor of the protagonist. His companionship with the characters of his
own making highlights the fictionality of the text and its creation by means of
metafictional commentaries. Writing Lozana and writing about Lozana entails
writing about knowledge. Delicado’s protagonist is defined by an array of mostly
controversial competences that must be read against the backdrop of scientific
developments of that time. As the sociologist Thomas F. Gieryn remarks, “science
is no single thing: its boundaries are drawn and redrawn in flexible, historically
changing and sometimes ambiguous ways” (1983, 781). Lozana’s knowledge is
dangerously close to heterodoxy with regard to its academic status and with re-
gard to her gender and social rank, and as well as on religious grounds.

Speaking about the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, Arielle Saiber ob-
serves that “literature and science were aligned in many questions and strug-
gles” (2010, 423), which are – I may add – particularly important for my research
on Delicado’s novel and other early modern Spanish texts:
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How do I disseminate my work (or keep it secret, as the case may be)? Should I write in
Latin or the vernacular; should I follow the style and content of the “ancients” or the “mod-
erns”? Does my work teach properly? How do I reconcile what I observe in the natural
world and in human nature with Church doctrine? […] How do I present my work such
that it pleases a patron and garners support? Why not say what I want to, how I want
to? (2010, 423)

The essays assembled in this book are concerned with these questions, assuming
that “both literature and science are systems dedicated to the production of
knowledge” (Marchitello and Tribble 2017, xxv). The editors of the recent Pal-
grave Handbook of Early Modern Literature and Science open their introduction
with a consideration regarding the publication of two mayor works of Western
culture in 1623: Galileo’s Il Saggiatore and Shakespeare’s Complete Works. This
coincidence, both books being published in the same year, calls into question
classical dichotomies such as literary vs. scientific, creative vs. empirical or fac-
tual vs. imaginative:

These two trajectories – which by convention we will come to call disciplines (in the broad-
est sense of the term) – and the separation between them have typically been understood to
describe a fundamental division of the kingdom of human culture and experience: on the
one side, the unfettered work of the human imagination and on the other the relentless
(and accumulative) production of a rigorously rational and explicable catalog of solid
truths. (Marchitello and Tribble 2017, xxiii)

Current Literature and Science Studies have overcome such a binary view and
are conscious,² especially with regard to early modern times, that – as Cummins
and Burchell argue –, “[l]iterary and rhetorical forms contributed to the develop-
ment of science as a modern discipline so that early modern ‘literature’ and ‘sci-
ence’ cannot always be sharply distinguished” (2007, 2).

As a scholar of medieval and early modern Spanish literature, I am con-
cerned especially with the aesthetic dimension of knowledge in fiction.³ Apart
from identifying scientific contents,⁴ the form and structure of their presentation

 See the articles edited by Freiburg, Lubkoll and Neumeyer (2017) and the introduction by the
editors.
 As Friedlein (2014, 15) observed, scholars working on the textualization of knowledge often
neglected this aspect.
 According to Köppe, there are different achievements of literature concerning knowledge: ‘lit-
erature increases knowledge; literature communicates knowledge; literature illustrates knowl-
edge; literature popularizes knowledge; literature problematizes knowledge, literature antici-
pates knowledge, literature participates in conceptualizing of a field of reality and structures
the field of the knowable; literature requires knowledge; literature contains knowledge and lit-
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are clues to a better understanding of literature. The endless and intentionally
absurd lists of François Rabelais can be read as an answer to the accumulation
of knowledge in commonplace books and the like.⁵ Concerning the diffusion and
popularization of scientific lore, the role of the printing press as an ‘agent of
change’, in the words of Eisenstein (1980), is crucial. The methodological ap-
proaches of book and reading history (e.g. the study of marks in books, inven-
tories of private and public libraries) permit the historical categorization of dif-
ferent types of knowledge bearers. The broader circulation of ideas through
printing furthermore involves new strategies of ideological control.⁶

* * *

Since 2010, the Hispano-German Research Network Saberes humanísticos y for-
mas de vida en la temprana modernidad [Humanistic Learning and Way of Life
in Early Modern Times], founded by Pedro M. Cátedra and Christoph Strosetzki,
has analysed the relationship between knowledge, experience and cultural prac-
tices, emphasizing the study of the limits and the dialectics in between legiti-
mate and illegitimate knowledge of experts or subalterns, institutionalized or
at the margins (www.saberes.es). From 2012 on, I worked six years as Principal
Researcher in two subsequent projects funded by the Deutsche Forschungsge-
meinschaft (Voraussagen zwischen okkultem Wissen und Wissenschaft [Divination
in between Occultism and Science]) and the articles collected in this book are
some of the results of the investigations carried out in this period and the
fruit of the productive exchange within this group.⁷

The first chapter contextualises the Tratado de la divinança [Treatise on Div-
ination] by Lope de Barrientos in a broader European context of anti-supersti-
tious literature and propaganda. The work of the converted Spanish Jew is
read through the lens of other fifteenth-century-treatises written by French and
German authors in the vernacular in order to address a secular audience criticis-
ing their adherence to astrology and the arts of divination.

In the late fifteenth century, the printing press gave wide diffusion to the
physiognomic manuals of classical Antiquity and the Middle Ages. In the second

erature is (a form of) knowledge’ (2011, 6). (If not specified otherwise, all translations and para-
phrasis in single quotation marks are from Collin Reymann).
 In his groundbreaking study, Burke remarks that “the general trend to the accumulation of
more and more information in the early modern period seems fairly clear, as well as the tenden-
cy to arrange it in tabular or statistical form” (2000, 117).
 Particularly interesting are the recent studies about the censuring of heterodoxy by María José
Vega Ramos (2010 and 2012).
 See as well Gernert (2018).
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chapter, I study these works from the viewpoint of the cultural history of the
book and of reading. The handwritten annotations in many of the surviving cop-
ies inform about early readers’ concerns as well as about their social status and
profession. These results lead to the question if authors of literary texts like Fer-
nando de Rojas were among the readers of these books and in what way they
fictionalized this knowledge.

Physiognomy as well as chiromancy are now regarded as pseudoscience if
not as plain humbug. In early modern times these practices were considered ei-
ther as scientifically valuable or, on religious grounds, as highly problematic,
since their divinatory components are in conflict with the dogma of the free
will. In chapters three and four the legitimacy and the instability of this kind
of knowledge are examined by looking at papal bulls, indexes of prohibited
books and anti-superstitious treatises. In chapter three, I study the true effect
that the Inquisition’s condemnations had on the diffusion of physiognomic
lore, focussing on the fortune of the works of the Neapolitan physiognomist
and magus Giovanni Battista Della Porta and of Jean Taisnier from Belgium. An-
other methodological approach is the study of inventories of private and public
libraries, which allows one to obtain the profiles of readers interested in the oc-
cult, often openly disregardful of the authorities’ prohibitions. The fourth chapter
goes into a similar direction concentrating on treatises against superstition from
the fifteenth to the seventeenth century and on the censoring of physiognomic
works by Michael Scott, Giovanni Battista della Porta and Jean Taisnier.

A second group of articles studies the textualization and fictionalization of
problematic knowledge in medieval and early modern times. Chapter five deals
with physiognomic lore in the Book of Good Love by Juan Ruiz, Archpriest of
Hita, the earliest version of which dates from 1330. Reading the bodily features
in the portraits of beauty and ugliness in this medieval text in comparison with
the physiognomic manuals of the time, many passages gain in significance. One
might even go so far as to argue that the Archpriest dealt with the question of the
heuristic value of this semiotic practice. Chapter Six scrutinizes the competences
of female rogues like Francisco Delicado’s Lozana or López de Úbeda’s Justina.
These female characters act as physiognomists who are able to decipher the bod-
ies of the others, doing this often in an ironic or burlesque manner. Chapter
Seven concentrates on the fictionalization of astrological knowledge, beginning
with a glance at the famous episode of the outlandish way in which the son of
King Alcaraz dies in the Book of Good Love, interpreting it as evidence of the
sceptical attitude of the Archpriest towards this practice of divination. In Portrait
of Lozana, the lusty Andalusian woman the contemporary custom of trying to
foresee future events is ridiculed by means of different textual strategies that
are reminiscent of the works of François Rabelais or Pietro Aretino.
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The last two chapters examine the use of different forms of knowledge in a
rather peculiar chivalric novel, published in 1542 in the printing house of Dome-
nico de’ Robertis in Seville. The Spanish Baldo is a free adaptation of Teofilo Fo-
lengo’s macaronic epos Baldus. The proto-picaresque character Cíngar is the
bearer of heterogeneous competences and forms of knowledge that are integrat-
ed in different ways in the narration of the adventures of the knights. Chapter
Eight studies the encyclopaedic knowledge accumulated in the extradiegetic
moralistic commentaries in Baldo in comparison with Mateo Alemán’s Guzmán
de Alfarache, and their respective structural relevance. The emphasis lies on
those passages in which Folengo’s hypotext parodies problematic forms of
knowledge like alchemy, astrology or divination. Chapter Nine applies the com-
parative approach to the moralistic commentaries of Baldo and Guzmán de Alfar-
ache, placing special emphasis on its relationship to the miscellanies and poly-
antheas in use at the time.

In a period characterized by an information overload and changing postures
towards knowledge⁸ learning is a challenge comparable to the adventures of
knights and rogues. Threatened by the peril of ignorance, literary characters
like Celestina, Lozana, Cíngar or Guzmán de Alfarache make use of wisdom as
weapon without ever fearing heterodoxy.
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